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1 Version Control 

We encourage feedback! Please send any comments or suggestions for how this documentation could be 
improved to: fxautomation@swedbank.se 

Version Date Title 
 

1.0 2020-05-29 Launch version. 

1.1 2021-10-07 Clean version Indicative Rates content only 

 

2 Introduction 

The purpose of this documentation is to give developers an introduction to the Foreign Exchange (FX) related 

services that are part of Swedbank’s Open Banking suite. These offerings are gathered under the umbrella 

term “RestFX” derived from the abbreviation REST as in RESTful state Application Programming Interface 

(API) and FX as in Foreign eXchange. This document describes the best ways of API usage, explains unclear 

parts of the API:s and describes the API Service User onboarding process etc. Technical details on each 

endpoint including URL:s, mandatory request parameters, response formats and http response codes can 

also be found in the Swagger files on: Open Banking Developer Portal. 
 

Whilst the documentation is aimed primarily towards developers and other implementors of the API:s it can 

also be read as a general introduction to the services and serve as useful primer for management, business 

development staff etc. etc. 
 

 
• RestFX Indicative Rates: a simple, user friendly way to retrieve up-to date, indicative FX rates. This 

service is an Open API, open for all users and not limited to customers of Swedbank AB (Swedbank, 

the bank). The rates published on this service are provided on a best effort basis and for information 

purposes only. The rates cannot be interpreted as tradeable quotes made by the bank and Swedbank 

cannot be held liable for any damages caused through use of this service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:fxautomation@swedbank.se
https://developer.swedbank.com/dev
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2.1 Glossary 
The term API Service User (ASU) will be used throughout this document to denote the party accessing the 

banks RestFX API:s and consuming the services and data provided through these. 
 

Key Terms Definition 

API Provider Swedbank AB in this context. 

API User An API User is any person or organisation that develops web- or mobile applications 

that access data from an API Provider. The API User may or may not be the same 

as the API Service User2. 

API Service User In a Swedbank RestFX context this term is used to denote the consumer of the 

RestFX API:s. I.e. this is the party requesting FX rates from the Bank. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2 If the API Service User is relying on a third party such as an IT system provider for the development of the technical 
solution to connect to the API:s this third party would be denoted APU User. 
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ISO 8601 Date - 2019-05-30 
 

ISO 8601 DateTime - 2019-05-30T00:00:00+00:00 

2.2 Standards 
All of Swedbank’s Open Banking API:s, including the RestFX services, adhere to the standards described in 

ISO20022 & the Berlin Group standard NextGenPSD2 XS2A Framework Implementation Guidelines version 

1.2 (BGS). 
 

The exposure of data is done through RESTful services. API consumers should respect cache policy: VOLATILE. 

For most of the API calls described in this documentation data is provided in JavaScript Object Notation 

(JSON) format. The API request and responses must use an UTF-8 character encoding. 

All dates in parameters & request body are represented in ISO 8601 date or date time format e.g.: 
 

 

All dates in the HTTP headers are represented as RFC 7231 Full Dates 
 

Tue, 21 May 2019 14:23:49 GMT  

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c2914b_c0d9ed25f257401fa0122f5125603814.pdf
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3 Sandbox Overview 

All the RestFX services are available also as Sandbox versions on Swedbank’s Open Banking platform. The 

purpose of these Sandbox versions of the services is to provide easily accessible “playground” environments 

where the services can be tried, tested and evaluated with minimal prior onboarding and administration. 
 

Testing the services using the Sandboxes, also gives a more comprehensive and detailed understanding of 

how the API:s work and serves as a good preparation for deployment of the production versions of the API:s. 
 

Note: whilst technically and from an API specification perspective, the Sandbox versions of the API:s should 

be fully aligned with the production versions of the services, the Sandboxes may be based on static and/or 

random data i.e. the data content of responses on the Sandbox API:s do not necessarily reflect accurate 

market conditions nor will using these services ever result in real transactions taking place. 
 

To use the Sandboxes (compared to production API:s) the following changes in the base URL are needed: 
 

Environment Base URL and API 
Sandbox https://psd2.api.swedbank.com:443/partner/sandbox/v1/fx/indicative-rate/.. 

Production https://se.psd2.api.swedbank.com/partner/v1/fx/indicative-rate/.. 

 
 

Note: Swagger files for the Sandboxes are also available on the developer’s portal. 
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User profile 

(Registration on Open Banking 
Developers Portal) 

API-B 

(Mapped to application) 

Application-1 

(Added by user) 

API-A 

(Mapped to application) 

4 Connecting to API 

To be able to use and connect to the API:s the, prospective, API Service Users need to follow a specified 

registration or “on-boarding” process. 
 

The first step in the process is to register in the Open Banking Developer’s portal and to create the 

Applications needed. Every API to be used needs to be associated with an Application. It is however possible 

to map several API:s to one Application and also inversely to map several Applications to one API depending 

on what is suitable for the specific API Service User. 
 

Separate Applications are also needed for the Sandbox versions of the services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Application-2 

(Added by user) 

 API-C 

(Mapped to Application)  

 

Application-3 

(Added by user) 

 API -B 

(Mapped to Application)  

 
4.1 Partner registration for access to developer’s portal 

Registering for access to the developer’s portal allows the user to browse the published API:s and freely 

evaluate and test the Sandbox versions of the service. The Sandbox version of the service can be tested 

using the Swagger files published in the Developers portal or using any off-the-shelf software such as 

Postman (www.postman.com) alternatively using a proprietary application developed for this purpose. 
 

• Register in the Open Banking Developer portal by providing a correct email address. After few minutes 

an email with a link to further steps to finalize the registration and create a profile on the portal will 

arrive. Please safekeep the username and follow best practices for password creation and 

management. Unauthorized use of this account may cause damage. 

• In Open Banking Developer’s portal create an application Publish → Apps → Add application for the 

Indicative Rates service and assign the Indicative Rates API to this Application. 

Different applications (app-id’s) must be used for the for the sandbox and production environment. 

• Assign needed API’s to application. 
 

If a CA certificate is provided Sandbox will do a validation with mutual Transport Layer Security (TLS). 

http://www.postman.com/
https://developer.swedbank.com/admin/app/registration


3 Registration on the Open Banking Developers Portal needs to be done only once. 
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4.2 Partner registration for production usage 
To get access to the production versions of the RestFX API there are a few more steps to complete but the 

basic process is the same. 
 

RestFX Indicative Rates 

RestFX Indicative Rates is as stated previously an Open API provided on a best effort basis that is free to use 

for all and any parties registering on Swedbank’s Open Banking page. To gain access to the production version 

of the service follow the steps outlined below: 
 

1. Register in the Open Banking Developer’s portal as described in section 4.1. 

2. In Open Banking Developer’s portal create an application Publish → Apps → Add application for the 

Indicative Rates service and assign the Indicative Rates API to this Application. 

3. Send an e-mail to: fxautomation@swedbank.se with a request to have the app-id obtained in step 2 

activated for the RestFX Indicative Rates service. Once the request is approved by the bank the 

service is open for use. 

 
After these steps are finished the Swedbank RestFX Indicative Rates API can be used. It is strongly advised 

to perform API smoke test & piloting in production before opening it for wide usage. 
 

We encourage providing feedback on documentation and suggestions for improvements to: 

fxautomation@swedbank.se. 

 
 

4.3 Partner Transport Security for RestFX Indicative Rate 
The communication between the API Service User and the Bank may be secured by using TLS version 1.2 or 

higher if the API Service User provides the necessary certificate, this is however not a strict requirement. 
 

To ensure secure communication between Partner and Swedbank and for Partner identification Swedbank 

relies on the following qualified certificates: 

 

• CA issued TLS/SSL certificate 

https://developer.swedbank.com/admin/app/registration
mailto:fxautomation@swedbank.se
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5 Functional specification - RestFX Indicative rates 

The Indicative Rates service consists of a number of endpoints. The service does not require any mandatory 

authentication for the API Service User7 (see Section 4.3 for more on authentication) apart from the app-id 

parameter having been obtained in the on-boarding process when choosing to add this application in the 

developer’s portal. In addition to the app-id parameter an x-request-id header needs to be passed in the 

request. This header is the API Service Users own unique identifier for this specific request and is not 

validated in the Open Banking layer. 
 

5.1 Mandatory parameters 
The API Service User needs to pass an Application ID (app-id) and a Request ID (x-request-id) with every 

request made to the RestFX services. This goes for all endpoints of this service. 
 

Name Category Description 

app-id Parameter8 A unique identifier generated by the Open Banking platform. The app-id 
or API Key (Client ID) is created when the API Service User goes through 
the process of adding an Application in the developer’s portal and 
assigning one of the available API:s to that Application. I.e. an 
Application ID uniquely identifies an API Service User and one specific 
“use case” of an API for that specific API Service User. 

 

The app-id is a string of 33 alphanumeric characters e.g. 
l479v6f9c02e9e3b5980939a819411abcc 

x-request-id Header This is the API Service Users own identifier for a specific request on an 
endpoint and is always returned in the response (as long as the request 
was parsable and at least technically validated). The x-request-id allows 
the API Service User to create and follow an intact audit-trail from 
request to response. 

 

Examples 

The app-id is passed as a parameter forming part of the URL as in the example below: 
 

../indicative-rate/rate?currencyPair=EURSEK&app-id=l479v6f9c02e9e3b5980939a819411abcc 
 

 

5.2 Endpoints 
The best way to understand fully how the endpoints work is to test and evaluate them using the Sandbox 

Swagger interfaces. Below is a high-level description of the different endpoints: 
 

Endpoint Type Description 

currencypairs GET Lists all currency-pairs supported on this service. Any currency-pair not found in 
this list (including inverted pairs from the list) will result in an error message. 

 

E.g. whilst HUFSEK is supported in the current version, HUFDKK is not and neither 
is the inverted pair SEKHUF. 

 
 
 
 

7 I.e. this service is open to all API Service Users including users that are not customers of Swedbank AB. 
8 Part of the endpoint URL when making a request. 
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rate GET Provides an indicative MID rate FX rate for the requested currency-pair (one of the 
pairs listed on the currencypairs endpoint). The currency-pair is defined in the 
format BaseCCYQuoteCCY without any “/” between. 

 
E.g. a request for the EURTHB exchange rate in the format: 

 
../indicative-rate/rate?currencyPair=EURTHB&app-id=<app-id> 

may render the response: 

{ 
"currencyPair": "EURTHB", 
"midRate": 35.333, 
"rateTimestamp": "2020-05-05T07:19 CEST"9 

} 
 

The midRate FX rate is expressed as units of PriceCCY per BaseCCY. I.e. one EUR is 
approximately equivalent to 35.333 THB and this rate was produced by the bank 
at 07:19 CEST. Being a MID rate indicates that this is not a tradeable rate. 
Tradeable rates are typically expressed as either BID (rate at which the bank buys) 
or ASK (rate at which the bank sells). 

 

The rates are continuously updated, and the service always returns the latest rate 
available. 

rates GET Works as the rate service but supports the passing of a list of up to 10 currency- 
pairs in the request and returns a nested list of midRate(s) in the same format as 
the rate service. Currency-pairs are separated by a single “,” comma sign in the list 
passed in the request. 

 

E.g. a request for the EURSEK and THBSEK exchange rates in the format: 
 

../indicative-rate/rates?currencyPairs=EURSEK,THBSEK&<app-id> 

may render the response: 

{ 
"currencyPair": "EURSEK", 
"midRate": 10.6063, 
"rateTimestamp": "2020-05-18T14:19 CEST" 

}, 
{ 

"currencyPair": "THBSEK", 
"midRate": 0.30572, 
"rateTimestamp": "2020-05-18T14:19 CEST" 

} 
 
 

Note: if any of the currency-pairs passed in the request is a non-supported 
currency-pair the service will return an error message. 

 

9 CEST = Central European Summer Time 
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  E.g.   the   list   “EURSEK,HUFSEK”   should   return   two   rates   whilst the list 
“EURSEK,SEKHUF” will return: 

 

{ 
"code": "B7", 
"text": "'SEKHUF is not supported", 
"category": "ERROR" 

} 

 
If there are several non-supported currency-pairs in the list only the first one in 
the list will be explicitly mentioned in the error message returned. 

 

The rates are continuously updated, and the service always returns the latest rate 
available. 
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6 RestFX API versioning guidelines 

This section describes the guidelines for handling of changes and new releases of the RestFX API:s. 
 

6.1 Versioning policy 
• RestFX follows the principle of minimizing the number of versions. As a principle the API version is 

unaffected if changed or new functionality does not break backwards compatibility. 

• The API Service User is recommended to keep the same version for all versioned RestFX API 

endpoints used. 

• The aim is always to implement each change in the API:s without breaking backward compatibility. 

Changes that may be introduced without changing the version number include: 

o Adding of new functionality that does not directly impact the API specification 
o Adding new endpoints 
o Adding optional parameters (fields, headers, attributes) in requests and responses 
o Removal or loosening of constraint for input fields validated via server-side business logic 

o Adding additional error message(s) 
• New version is created in case of: 

o Removal of endpoint or functionality 
o Adding mandatory parameters (fields, headers, attributes) in requests 
o Changes of data types or semantics of field 
o Tightening of constraints for input fields validated via server-side business logic 
o Removal of endpoint (or URI change); 

• Only major versions is used in RestFX API URI endpoint. E.g. 

https://se.psd2.api.swedbank.com/partner/v1/fx/indicative-rate/currencypairs?app-id=.. 
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6.2 Documentation and information about changes in API versions 

Breaking changes 

Breaking changes, when a new version is introduced, are communicated three months in advance and API 

Service Users have an additional one month to adjust to the changes before the previous version of the API 

is decommissioned. 
 

Timeline Communication Sandbox Production 

Release date - 

3 months 

Newsletter, Developer portal, 

Developer Documentation, 

Swagger 

V[n] version available 

V[n+1] version available 

- 

Release date Newsletter, Developer portal V[n] version available 

V[n+1] version available 

V[n] version available 

V[n+1] version available 

Release date + 

1 month 

Newsletter, Developer portal V[n+1] version available V[n+1] version available 

 
• Developer Documentation, technical documentation (Swagger) and Sandbox environment 

for new API versions are released at least 3 months before Production release. Information 

is provided in Developer Portal and in the newsletter distributed to all API Service Users. 

• The bank is planning to support not more than 2 major API versions in production in 

parallel; 

o Parallel running is planned for 1 month 

o In special cases (if API Service User makes request and it is technically possible) 

parallel run can be extended up to 3 months 
 

Non-breaking changes 
With non-breaking changes the (major) version numbering in the URI remains unchanged. 

 

Timeline Communication Sandbox Production 

Release date Newsletter, Developer portal, 

Developer Documentation, 

Swagger 

Non-breaking change 

V[n].x version available 

Non-breaking change 

V[n].x version available 

 
 

• When non-breaking changes are released, Developer Documentation, technical documentation 

(Swagger) and Sandbox environment for changes not requiring new major API version is 

released no later than Production date; Information is provided in Developer Portal and 

newsletter. 


